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Definition of discipleship adapted from Robert Mulholland Jr:
“The process of being formed into the likeness of Christ for the sake of others

Definition of discipleship adapted from Robert Mulholland Jr:
“The process of being formed into the likeness of Christ for the sake of others

and the glory of God.”

and the glory of God.”

“Our private faith must lead to public good or it’s little good to the public at all”

“Our private faith must lead to public good or it’s little good to the public at all”

Every disciple has a mission.

Jonah 1, 3
Matt 28:18-20

Every mission has a cost.

Jonah 1, 2, 4
Lk 12:12
1 Cor 6:19b-20

Every mission requires a Christ-like heart.

Is 63:8-9
Jonah 4
Jn 13:34-35
Matt 25:35-40

Every disciple has a __________________ .

Jonah 1, 3
Matt 28:18-20

Every mission has a __________ .

Jonah 1, 2, 4
Lk 12:12
1 Cor 6:19b-20

Every mission requires a _____________ -__________

Is 63:8-9
Jonah 4
Jn 13:34-35
Matt 25:35-40

____________ .

Every mission has an ultimate ____________________ .
Every mission has an ultimate champion.

Phil 2:4-11
Mk 10:45
Matt 12:40-41a

Phil 2:4-11
Mk 10:45
Matt 12:40-41a

Questions to pray through:
Am I chasing after the mission God’s given me or am I avoiding it?

Questions to pray through:
Am I chasing after the mission God’s given me or am I avoiding it?

What does God need to refine in me that I might be usable to the mission I’ve
been called to?

What does God need to refine in me that I might be usable to the mission I’ve
been called to?

Do I share the heart of Christ in regard to those around me who equally need
the grace of God?

Do I share the heart of Christ in regard to those around me who equally need
the grace of God?

The end of the story of Jonah was not written. How will I, by God’s grace, write
the rest of my story?

Fill-ins: mission; cost; Christ-like; heart; champion

The end of the story of Jonah was not written. How will I, by God’s grace, write
the rest of my story?

